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Statement of Purpose

I Ajinkya H. Gore firmly believe that education is the key to success, I have currently
appeared for my final year examination of B.Sc. Hotel & Tourism Management from
S.P. More College. As part of my studies, I have done my training for 1 month from
Monginis Foods Pvt. Ltd. and 3 and ½ months from The Park Hotel, this has given me
an overview as how the industry operates. Every bit of knowledge gained is something
which you eventually outgrow from and help in better understanding of the field you
are in. As time and opportunity rises I want to be prepared for the best that has yet
to come.
I have the right attitude, pleasant personality, capacity for hard work and a liking to
interacting with people. I will utilize these qualities in mastering the industry skills.
Having a passion to explore this industry, overseas studies will help me to achieve my
desired goals of being a successful manager.
I looked at foreign education options available and had easy choice to choose
‘Switzerland’ being the birth place of hospitality and tourism management and world
famous for its education. I was looking for the course which covers advance subject of
both, managerial and hospitality fields in the equal proportion. I found BHMS MBA
program more balanced, offering internship opportunity which would definitely help
me to get an international exposure and understand the European customers and
culture more extensively. Swiss professionals are known for their punctuality and hard
work, studying in this environment will help me inculcate these good qualities in me.
With increasing globalization, career opportunities in this field are increasing within
the country. With the growth of hotel industry propelled by foreign, domestic tourism
and business travel, the demand for well trained quality personnel too has grown
impressively
Therefore I am confident that Swiss education and international level internship
would certainly help me to establish myself in Indian hospitality industry which is
growing by leaps and bounds.
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